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Abstract: In the recent years the analysis of structured data has seen huge success, but the unstructured data like videos
remains difficult area for analysis. Like youtube has more than billions of users who are generating large amount of
views and logs. Around 300 videos are being uploaded to youtube every single minute and these videos are made available
to more than 1 billion youtube users in 75 countries in 61 languages. Just imagine volume of data is generated by youtube
and this data is publicly available and that’s why youtube become the powerful tool for market analyzers for analyzing
the competitor’s videos for increasing sales and reaching out to customers with quality products. So it’s important to
analyze the youtube data using various tools like Hadoop and MapReduce that is basic objective of implementing this
project is a)Finding out most rated videos on YouTube b) and finding the category in which videos has been uploaded.
c) How data generated from YouTube can be mined and utilized to make targeted, informative decisions, and real time.
Keywords: YouTube, Category, Real-Time data Analytics, Hadoop, and MapReduce.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I INTRODUCTION

In

the era of digitization

the internet companies like

Amazon, Youtube, Yahoo, Google and the internet addicted
population in today’s world are generating data in very large
volume with great velocity and in structured/semistructured/unstructured formats including tweets, images,
videos, blogs, and many more different sources. This huge
generated data has given a birth to data called as Big data
which is semi-structured/unstructured and also which is
unpredictable in nature. This type of data is generated in realtime from social media website which is increasing
exponentially regularly basis.
“Big Data is a word for data sets that are huge and
complex that data processing applications are insufficient to
deal with them. Analysis of data sets can find new
correlations to spot business sales, prevent diseases,
preventing crime and so on." [1] With billions of users are
using Twitter to tweet about their most recent product buying
experience or hundreds of thousands of check-ins on
Facebook, thousands of people talking about a recently
activities done around the world on Facebook and millions of
views generated by YouTube for a recently released movie
trailer/videos being uploaded, we are in the world wherein we
are heading into a social media data explosion. Major

Companies in the world are already facing challenges getting
useful information from the transactional data from their
customers (for e.g. data captured by the e-commerce
companies for increasing the sales of products based on the
activity of the users). This type of data is structural/semistructured in nature and still manageable. However, social
media data is primarily semi-structured/unstructured in
nature. The much unstructured nature of the data makes it
very hard to analyze and very interesting at the same time.
Whereas RDBMS are designed to handle structured
data and that to only certain limits of data descriptions,
Relational databases fails to handle this kind of semistructured/unstructured and huge amount of data called Big
Data. This inability of Relational databases has given birth to
new database management system called NoSQL
management system.
Some of the key concepts used in Big Data Analysis are
1. Data Mining: Data mining is incorporation of
quantitative methods. Using powerful mathematical
techniques applied to analyze data and how to process
that data. It is used to extract data and find actionable
information which is used to increase productivity and
efficiency.
2. Data Warehousing: A data warehouse is a database as the
name implies. It is a kind of central repository for
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collecting relevant information. It has centralized logic
which reduces the need for manual data integration.
3. MapReduce: MapReduce is a data processing paradigm
for condensing large volumes of data into useful
aggregated results. Suppose we have a large volume of
data for particular users or employees etc. to handle. For
that we need MapReduce function to get the aggregated
result as per the query.
4. Hadoop: Anyone holding a web application would be
aware of the problem of storing and retrieving data every
minute. The adaptive solution created for the same was
the use of Hadoop including Hadoop Distributed File
System or HDFS for performing operations of storing
and retrieving data. Hadoop framework has a scalable
and highly accessible architecture.
YouTube is one of the most popular and engaging
social media tool for uploading, viewing videos and an
amazing platform that reveals the users response through
comments for published videos, number of likes, dislikes,
number of subscribers for a particular channel. YouTube
collects a wide variety of traditional data points including
View Counts, Likes, and Comments. The analysis of the
above listed data points makes a very interesting data source
to extract implicit knowledge about users, videos, categories
and community interests.
Most of the companies (like BMW) are uploading
their product launch on YouTube and they anxiously await
their subscribers' reviews and comments. Major production
based companies launch movie trailers and people provide
their first reaction and reviews about the trailers. This further
creates an excitement about the product. Hence the above
listed data points become very critical for the companies so
that they can do the data analysis and understand the
customers' sentiments about their product and services.
1. This project will help user in understanding how to fetch
a specific channel’s YouTube data using YouTube API.
2. This project requires access to Google Developers
Console and generates a unique access key. That unique
key is required to fetch YouTube public channel data.
With the help of the unique access key, the required data
is fetched from YouTube using a Java application.
3. The extracted data is stored in HDFS file and then the
data that is stored in HDFS is passed to mapper for
finding key and final value which will be passed to
Shuffling, sorting and then finally reducer will aggregate
the values
II OBJECTIVES
YouTube has over a millions of users and every
minute user watch hundreds of hours on YouTube and
generate large number of views [2]. Around 300 videos are
being uploaded to youtube every single minute and these
videos are made available to more than 1 billion youtube
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users in 75 countries in 61 languages and this numbers are
continuously increasing [3].
To analyze and understand the huge data
Relational
database is not sufficient. For huge amount data we require a
massively parallel and distributed system like Hadoop.
The main aim of this project is to give importance to how
data generated from YouTube can be mined and used for
making different analysis for companies to focus on targeted,
real-time and informative decisions about their products and
that can help companies to increase their market values. This
can achieve by using Hadoop system.
III WORKING OF YOUTUBE DATA ANALYSIS
In this project we fetch a various channel’s YouTube
data using YouTube API. We will use Google Developers
Console and generate a unique access key which is required
to fetch YouTube public channel data. Once the API key is
generated, a java based console application is designed to use
the YouTube API for fetching video(s) information. The text
file output generated from the console application is then
loaded from HDFS file into Mapper. HDFS is a primary
Hadoop application and a user can directly interact with
HDFS using various shell like commands supported by
Hadoop. Then we can use mapper to shuffle and reduce phase
to aggregate the meaningful output which can be achieved by
using reducer for analysis.
 YOUTUBE DATA SET

DATA SET DESCRIPTION
Following are the columns in data set.
1. 11 character ID of Video.
2. Video uploader.
3. Day of creation of YouTube and date of uploading
video’s interval.
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Video’s category.
Duration of Video.
Count of views of the video.
Video rating.
No. of User rating given for the videos.
No. of Comment on the videos.
ID’s of related videos with uploaded video.
IV FINDING OUT CATEGORIES OF VIDEOS IN
WHICH MOST VIDEOS ARE UPLOADED

3.

Configuration code

4.

Execution

5.

Viewing output
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The extracted data is stored in HDFS file and then
the data that is stored in HDFS is passed to mapper for
finding key and final value which will be passed to Shuffling,
sorting and then finally reducer will aggregate the values.
1. Mapper Code

2.

Reducer Code

FINDING OUT MOST TOP RATED VIDEOS ON
YOUTUBE
The extracted data is stored in HDFS file and then the data
that is stored in HDFS is passed to mapper for finding key
and final value which will be passed to Shuffling, sorting and
then finally reducer will aggregate the values.
1. Mapper code
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V CONCLUSION

Reducer code

Configuration Code

The big data analytics is not only important but also
a necessity. In fact many companies that have successfully
implemented Big Data are realizing competitive advantage
over other companies without Big Data efforts. This project is
implemented to analyze the YouTube Big Data and come up
with different results of analysis. The output of YouTube data
analysis project show key facts that can be extracted to other
use cases as well. One of the output results shows that for a
specific video id, how many likes were received. The number
of likes or thumbs-up a video had has a direct significance to
the YouTube video's ranking, according to YouTube
Analytics. So if a company posts its video on YouTube, then
the number of YouTube likes the company has could
determine whether the company or its competitors appear
more prominently in YouTube search results. Second output
result gives us if there is a pattern of interests for certain
video categories. This can be done by analyzing the
comments count.

Execution

The completion of my project would not have been
so easy without the guidance of various individuals, who
gave an appropriate direction for my efforts.
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